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This article compares two cases in which Brazilian abolitionists mobilized around a law 
passed in 1843 to prohibit British subjects, no matter where they resided, from owning slaves. 
Placing a case against a large British-owned gold mine in Minas Gerais alongside outcry against 
a Scottish widow who owned two slaves in Recife, the article argues that this law was used as a 
rhetorical tool to gain support for abolitionism and create public outrage against British 
slaveholders in Brazil at a moment of expanding public participation in abolitionism as a form of 
nationalism.  
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On 4 March 4 1883, an article entitled ‘Scandal!’ appeared on the second page of the 
Recife daily newspaper Jornal do Recife. Below this single word, a line in all caps read: 
‘SCOTTISH WOMAN, OWNER OF SLAVES’. The author, ‘Lincoln’ (the pseudonym used by 
the Republican journalist, lawyer, and abolitionist Francisco Faelante da Câmara Lima), opened 
his article stating ‘If we are not mistaken and English law was not made for Brazilians to see 
[para brazileiro ver], no subject of Queen Victoria is permitted to directly or indirectly possess 
slaves, even if he were to reside in a country that allows slavery’.1 In this article, Lincoln made a 
bold rhetorical gesture: he affirmed national cultural distinctions (roast beef and feijoada) while 
inverting the popular expression ‘para inglez ver’, literally translated as ‘for the English to see’. 
In current usage, the expression describes an act performed merely for show or appearances, and 
has nothing to do with the English (inglez) in its wording. Nonetheless, the origin of the 
expression ties together the history of Brazilian slavery law and the British gaze. By most 
accounts, this expression was first used in reference to the first law to prohibit the slave trade to 
Brazil in 1831, referred to frequently as ‘a lei para inglez ver’ or ‘the law for the British to see’. 
The name recalls British pressure to end the slave trade and slavery in general and highlights the 
perceived notion that Brazilian law and efforts toward abolition of the international slave trade 
and slavery were carried out simply to divert the British gaze.2 Lincoln turned this expression 
around, inverting the roles of the nations whose histories were so enmeshed through slavery, 
industry, mining, and abolition. 
Lincoln’s clever criticism was made possible by the passing of the British ‘Act for the 
More Efectual Suppression of the Slave Trade’, referred to by Brazilians as ‘The British Law of 
1843’, which prohibited ownership of slaves by British subjects ‘wheresoever residing or being, 
and whether within the Dominions of the British Crown or of any Foreign Country’.3 With the 
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passing of this law, British subjects who owned slaves in Brazil found themselves trapped 
between the British Law of 1843, which outlawed owning slaves, and the Brazilian Rio Branco 
law of 1871 (also known as the Free Womb Law), which ordered that all slaves had to be 
registered by the close of the following year. In addition, a clause appended to the Rio Branco 
Law on 8 June1872 stipulated that no individual previously conceded liberty could be re-
enslaved.4 Upon registering their slaves, British subjects in Brazil opened themselves up to 
criticism from abolitionists and the press, who attempted to use British law as leverage against 
British slaveholders in Brazil. 
After providing a brief history of abolition law in Brazil, this article  presents two cases 
in which Brazilian abolitionists used the British Law of 1843 to mobilize against British slave-
owners in Brazil. The first is the famous case of the Cata Branca slaves, illegally held for 
decades by the British-owned St. John d’el Rey Mining Company – one of the most successful 
gold mines in Latin America and the largest employer of slaves in the state with the largest slave 
population in Brazil in the mid-nineteenth century.5 This article compares the case of the Cata 
Branca slaves with the case against a widowed Scottish hotel owner named Margareth Cowie 
who had registered four slaves to her name in Recife, Pernambuco. Placing these two cases side-
by-side demonstrates how abolitionists and their societies mobilized against different types of 
slaveholder, how abolitionists adopted and modified methods used around the country, and how 
the British Law of 1843 was used not only legally, but also discursively. I examine company and 
legal documents, newspaper articles, diplomatic and personal correspondence, and the records of 
a Brazilian abolitionist society in Recife to argue that the law was a powerful rhetorical tool used 
in the press to gain support and create a public outcry against British slaveholders in Brazil. In 
using this law, Brazilian abolitionists nationalized abolitionist discourse, making it rhetoric for 
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Brazilians – and not just the British – to see. This is not to say that Brazilian abolitionists were 
previously subjugated to the British. Rather, the inversion of who urged whom to follow their 
own law provided an effectual rhetorical tool to emphasize and strengthen Brazilian abolitionist 
discourse. It did so by highlighting the limits of British abolitionism at a moment of expanding 
public participation in abolitionism as a form of nationalism.  
An Abbreviated Timeline of British and Brazilian Slavery Law in Brazil 
Brazil was the largest importer of African slaves throughout the span of the Atlantic Slave 
Trade. According to the most recent estimates from Voyages: The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade 
Database, 29,275 enslaved Africans disembarked in Brazil in the sixteenth century, 784,457 in 
the seventeenth century, 1,989,017 in the eighteenth century, and 2,061,625 in the nineteenth 
century (counting up to 1866).6 While Rio de Janeiro was the most active and important slave 
port in Brazil, slightly over 1,300,000 enslaved Africans arrived through the port of Bahia and 
800,000 through Recife.7 Many of the African slaves arriving in Recife and Bahia in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth century labored in the sugar industry, but in the eighteenth century 
most were sent via the São Francisco and Velhas Rivers to Minas Gerais as sugar prices went up 
and gold mines and coffee plantations profited.8 During the eighteenth century, Rio de Janeiro 
displaced Bahia as the largest supplier of slaves to the gold mines of Minas Gerais.9 
 Meanwhile, throughout most of the nineteenth century, the British Parliament actively 
supported and enacted abolitionist policy. In 1807, British Parliament declared it illegal for any 
British subject to participate in the slave trade after 1 May 1808.10 For the next two decades, 
British authorities pressured the Portuguese Crown and (after Brazilian Independence in 1822) 
the Brazilian Emperor, Dom Pedro, to abolish the Brazilian slave trade.11 In exchange for 
recognizing Brazilian Independence, British authorities required Brazil to sign a treaty in 1826 
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agreeing to end the slave trade in Brazil by 1830.12 In 1831, Brazil passed the Feijó Law, 
popularly known as the ‘lei para inglez ver’, prohibiting Brazilian participation in the slave 
trade.13 While the importation of slaves did slow for a time, the expansion of the coffee industry 
in the 1830s discouraged Brazilian enforcement of this law and an illegal slave trade 
flourished.14 Meanwhile, British vessels had patrolled the seas since 1817, and, under the 
Aberdeen Act of 1845, categorized the slave trade as piracy and even confiscated ships.15 It is 
within these attempts at the abolition of the slave trade that the British and Foreign Antislavery 
Society was founded by Joseph Sturge in 1839, focusing on the abolition of slavery itself and 
organizing two successful World Anti-Slavery Conventions (in 1840 and 1843).16 In 1850, Brazil 
agreed to end its participation in the transatlantic slave trade and by 1853, traffic had virtually 
halted.17  
 The abolition of the Brazilian slave trade was a morale boost not only to British 
abolitionists, but also to those Brazilians who hoped to begin gradual emancipation. After years 
of debate, the Brazilian Senate passed the Rio Branco Law, also known as the Free Womb Law, 
on 27 September 1871. The law is best known for declaring all children born to enslaved mothers 
free, though they would live with their masters until they turned either eight or twenty-one years 
old (in the first case, owners were compensated by the state and turned the eight-year old child 
over to authorities; in the second, owners were compensated by the child’s labor until s/he 
reached twenty-one years of age). The law did not outright abolish slavery, but it did more than 
just promise the eventual freedom of newborns. As mentioned in the introduction to this article, 
it mandated the registration of slaves and prohibited the re-enslavement of freed people. It also 
created an emancipation fund and allowed slaves to save money toward their own 
emancipation.18 Not satisfied with this law, in 1879, deputies Jeronymo Sodré (Bahia) and 
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Joaquim Nabuco (Pernambuco) began to give incendiary abolitionist speeches in the Chamber of 
Deputies, gaining support from abolitionist journalists like José do Patrocínio.19 Quickly, 
abolitionist clubs formed around the country from the Associação Central Emancipadora in Rio 
de Janeiro to the Sociedade Libertadora Cearense in Fortaleza and the Sociedade Nova 
Emancipadora in Recife, discussed in more detail below.20 Nabuco tried to present a bill that 
would abolish slavery by the end of the 1880s to the Chamber, but pro-slavery deputies would 
not allow its presentation.21 Lacking support in the Chamber, Nabuco founded the Brazilian 
Anti-Slavery Society as a Brazilian version of the British abolitionist organization and began to 
publish the newspaper O abolicioinista.22 
 In 1881, jangadeiros, or raft fishermen, in Ceará brought a much needed boon to the 
abolitionist movement. On the wake of a severe drought and small-pox epidemic, on 27 January 
1881, Francisco José do Nascimento, or the ‘Sea Dragon’, led jangadeiros in a coordinated 
strike.23 The jangadeiros were supposed to carry slaves from shore to ships that would take them 
for sale to a southern port, but instead they joined the Sociedade Libertadora Cearense in an 
effort to stop this trade.24 The jangadeiros initially refused to load fourteen slaves onto the 
Espírito Santo, and then effectively closed down the port for most of the year.25 Patrocínio 
himself visited Ceará during the strike, facilitating the spread of news and inspiration to 
abolitionists around the country, which eventually made the ‘Sea Dragon’ one of few 
memorialized popular heroes in the Brazilian abolitionist movement.26 On 25 March 1884, Ceará 
became the first Brazilian province to abolish slavery.  
In 1884, for the first time, abolitionism took on, in the words of Robert Conrad, ‘the 
character of a mass movement’.27 Over the next few years, the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies 
would debate and pass a series of laws that put limits on slavery, including a law granting liberty 
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to slaves sixty years of age or older (Saraiva-Cotegipe Law) on 28 September 1885 and a law 
revoking the legality of the public whipping of slaves on 16 October 1886.28 As slavery became 
increasingly less popular, a runaway movement formed and slaves began to abandon plantations 
en masse in São Paulo in 1886. Finally, on 13 May 1888, with the passing of the Golden Law, 
Brazil became the last country in the hemisphere to abolish slavery.29 It is within this context that 
the cases against the St. John d’el Rey Mining Company Limited in Minas Gerais and against 
Mrs. Cowie in Pernambuco unfolded. 
The Case against the St. John d’el Rey Mining Company Limited 
 Within the study of Brazilian abolition, the case of the Cata Branca slaves has already 
gained considerable academic attention. The St. John d’el Rey Mining Company was British, 
with headquarters in London, which has attracted scholars setting out to contrast British 
abolitionism with British slave holding in Brazil. Marshall C. Eakin used the Morro Velho case 
to emphasize that British Foreign Office and British business did not always agree.30 Matt Childs 
argued that the case against slaveholding at St. John d’el Rey Mining Company provided an 
opening for Brazilian abolitionists to rally against the British company.31 A 2010 essay, relied on 
the case to highlight cooperation between British and Brazilian abolitionists, stressing the 
successes that came from these interactions, while recently Chris Evans examined the St. John 
d’el Rey Mining Company and the British Law of 1843 to argue that the law was ‘ineffectual and 
unloved’.32 Here, the case demonstrates how Brazilian abolitionists mobilized around the British 
Law of 1843 and the apparent contradiction of British slave-holding in Brazil to nationalize 
abolitionist discourse.  
The St. John d’el Rey Mining Company Limited was one of eighteen British companies 
to arise out of the nineteenth-century gold mining boom in Brazil. A group of British investors 
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formed St. John d’el Rey as a joint stock company in 1830 and in 1834 acquired the Morro Velho 
mine and the 136 slaves which worked it, bringing its total slave labor force to around 186. Due 
to mine renovation and expansion, the company only began to pay dividends to stockholders in 
1842, but continued to regularly pay dividends every year thereafter with the exception of a 
seven-year period following a mine collapse in 1867 and an eight-year period between 1874 and 
1882 characterized by administrative change, another mine collapse and the construction of a 
new mine. Overall, in the period between 1830 and 1887, St. John d’el Rey paid dividends sixty 
percent of the time.33 
 St. John d’el Rey relied on free as well as slave labor. By the mid-1850s, a community of 
about 150 British subjects had formed in Morro Velho, about half of which were mineworkers.34 
With few exceptions, Europeans held the supervisory and administrative positions at the mine, 
while slaves and Brazilian free laborers held manual labor and lower-level positions. In 1834, 
captive labor formed just under forty percent of the total labor force. Over the next few years, 
captive labor would become increasingly important at Morro Velho, only dropping below fifty 
percent in the decade preceding abolition in 1888. In the early years, the directors of St. John d’el 
Rey claimed that scarcity of free labor and the ‘lack of responsibility’ of free workers led it to 
rely on slave labor.35 By the 1860s, the company held approximately 1,400 slaves.36   Fig. 1 here 
After the British Law of 1843 outlawed slave ownership for the British-owned St. John 
d’el Rey, the company chose to rent slaves – a practice common in Minas Gerais during this 
period – from several failed mining ventures in Minas Gerais.37 In 1845, St. John d’el Rey 
absorbed the assets of the collapsed Brazilian Mining Company, one of several enterprises 
formed in London in the 1830s and 1840s to mine gold in Minas Gerais.38 Shortly thereafter, on 
27 June 1845 in London, the two companies drew up a rental contract stipulating that the 385 
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slaves who had worked the Cata Branca mines for the Brazilian Mining Company would work 
for St. John d’el Rey for fourteen years.39 At the end of the contract, in 1859, the slaves were to 
be freed. Further, the Cata Branca slaves who were minors when the contract went into effect 
would become free upon reaching twenty-one years of age, as would any children later born of 
these slaves. This contract was ratified and recognized in Brazil on 4 March 1846.40 
  Through court and company documents, we learn some demographic details about the 
Cata Branca slaves. Of the 385 slaves, 221 were men, eighty-eight were women, and seventy-six 
were children. Among the children, the sex ratio was closer, with forty-three male and thirty-
three female children.41 Many of the surnames derive from toponyms or ethnonyms, such as 
those of Helena Congo, Maria Mina, Ignez Creoula, Catharina Benguella, Francisca Cambinda, 
and Josepha Mosambique.42 While most slaves in Minas Gerais in the mid-nineteenth centuries 
were Brazilian-born at this time, just under forty percent of the overall slave population in the 
region was still African-born.43 These toponyms and ethnonyms included in the contract might 
indicate that the listed slaves were African-born, but color and ethnicity often passed on from 
generation to generation in nineteenth-century Minas Gerais, demonstrating the complex 
diversity of the workforce.44 While 149 of the Cata Branca slaves worked within the mines, 
twenty-one worked in the forges.45 Women worked primarily as spallers, who manually broke 
ore into smaller fragments, though about twenty men carried out this task as well.46 The rest of 
the slaves held various occupations, including stone layers, carpenters, cooks, and nurses.47 If 
patterns of the general slave population at Morro Velho apply to those of the Cata Branca slaves, 
teenagers and older laborers worked in ‘menial labor and domestic service’, while children and 
the elderly did little work.48  
 While the 1845 contract stipulated that all of the Cata Branca slaves would be free by 
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1859, at the passage of the Rio Branco Law in 1871, the slaves still remained in captivity.49 The 
Rio Branco Law presented a particularly awkward situation. The law required the matriculation 
of the slaves, but as the St. John d’el Rey Mining Company rented but did not actually own the 
Cata Branca slaves, the company’s director (and Vice-Consul of Great Britain to Minas Gerais), 
James Gordon, registered them in the name of the defunct Brazilian Mining Company. Only later 
did he seek and gain power of attorney from the Brazilian Mining Company’s remaining (and 
possibly fictitious) representatives in London.50  
 A Brazilian by the name of Antonio Carlos Rebello Horta denounced the false registration 
to the municipal judge of Sabará, under whose jurisdiction the Morro Velho mines resided.51 The 
judge, Dr. Chassim Drummond, placed the slaves ‘in deposit’, which changed their status on 
paper, but had no bearing on their physical reality. Drummond named Coronel Jacintho Dias da 
Silva as trustee and defense attorney for the slaves.52 On 11 June 1877, Silva filed for the slaves’ 
freedom based on Gordon’s false registration in 1872.53 The courts ruled, though, that Silva had 
to file an official suit for freedom.54 On 21 July, the St. John d’el Rey Mining Company 
presented new evidence to the courts, now claiming to have reached a new agreement with the 
Brazilian Mining Company before the Cata Branca contract had expired. St. John d’el Rey 
produced for the courts a second contract, supposedly made on 27 June 1857 – two years before 
the slaves were to be released by the first contract. According to St. John d’el Rey, this new 
agreement required only that the company manumit Cata Branca slaves at the same rate per year 
as it did its own.55  
The company’s archives do house discussions between St. John d’el Rey and Brazilian 
Mining Company representatives around this date. On 8 May 1857 John Hockin, who served on 
the Board of St. John d’el Rey, communicated to Thomas Walker, then Superintendent of the 
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company at Morro Velho, that ‘the British Company’ would not interfere with the decisions made 
at the Morro Velho mine regarding emancipation, adding his opinion that emancipation should be 
granted based on good conduct.56 Later in St. John d’el Rey’s board minutes from the same 
month, a certain Mr. Harding of the Brazilian Mining Company stated that freeing the Cata 
Branca slaves at the end of the agreement was ‘a measure wholly unadvisable, in every point of 
view and particularly with reference to the welfare of the negroes themselves’.57 On 22 May 
1857, the board minutes inform that it was resolved that ‘the Brazilian Company be invited to 
authorize their company to grant emancipation to such number of the Blacks hired from them as 
may represent an equal proportion to those which may be emancipated belonging to this 
Company’.58 In a letter from 8 June 1857, Hockin communicated to Walker that five Cata Branca 
and five St. John d’el Rey slaves ‘be annually freed.’ Hockin also advised that the freed slaves 
should be adults who might be eager to purchase the freedom of their families, as this motivation 
would ‘act as a stimulant to labour for some time at least’. By ‘rewarding’ slaves who 
demonstrated ‘good conduct’, the company justified maintaining the Cata Branca workers in 
slavery after the expiration of the first contract by, in their view, encouraging if not creating an 
ethic for free labor. This ‘gradual emancipation’ both assured a continued labor force for St. John 
d’el Rey and resolved any moral or intellectual conflicts.59 Nonetheless, a contract to such effect 
was neither registered in Brazil nor in London.  Regardless, the unregistered contract presented 
to the courts effectively paralyzed the case from June 1877 to September 1879. 
Joaquim Nabuco, the above-mentioned deputy from the state of Pernambuco, brought the 
case wider publicity. Nabuco was already well-known for his vocal abolitionist speeches and 
writings.60 In July 1877, the St. John d’el Rey Mining Company correspondence alludes to 
certain concerns over a mention of the ‘ugly issue’ in the British press, and even suggests that the 
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man who had written of the case be ‘managed’ and that ‘some little thing’ be put ‘in his way’.61 
According to a letter in Rio de Janeiro’s English-language newspaper The Rio News, Charles H. 
Williams, then director of mines in Cocais, ‘ferreted out the condemnatory documents’ while 
Nabuco’s ‘brilliant oratory and humane appeals in the Chamber of Deputies, to the national 
justice, gave effect to these documents’.62  
Nabuco delivered the ‘brilliant oratory’ that the writer of the article refers to in the 
Chamber of Deputies on 26 August and 30 September 1879. In the first address, Nabuco urged 
the Minister of Justice to follow up on the stagnant case, urged the Chamber to consider 
declaring the slaves free, and filed an official petition for information on the case, which the 
Chamber approved. While the Chamber supported his emphatic distaste for St. John d’el Rey’s 
actions, the legality of congressional intervention was disputed.  
In this first address, both Nabuco and Ignacio Martins, deputy from the state of Minas 
Gerais, planted the seeds for Nabuco’s later arguments. Nabuco referred to the illegally enslaved 
Cata Branca workers as ‘fellow-citizens’ (concidadãos), emphasizing that they were legally free 
and were not only citizens, but ‘Brazilian citizens’. Martins, in his rebuttal, provided more details 
on the case, agreeing that they were legally free, but reminding Nabuco that: 
this fact was previously unknown not only to our authorities, but to British authorities, [in 
England,] where the contract was made, and had they known of it, their Minister would 
have filed a complaint some time ago, so that the slaves might have enjoyed the freedom 
that should have been conceded to them by the contract filed in England.63 
In Nabuco’s second address to the Chamber of Deputies, a little over a month later, he 
restated his case and juxtaposed the Brazilian-ness of the illegally enslaved workers with the 
British-ness of the St. John d’el Rey Mining Company. Instead of referring to St. John d’el Rey 
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by name, he frequently referred to it, instead as the ‘British company’ (companhia ingleza).64 He 
highlighted that the company was ‘one of the most important [British companies] in the country, 
that pays extraordinary dividends to its stockholders’.65 He referred to the illegally enslaved 
workers as ‘Brazilian citizens like us’, highlighting that this is a case of oppression of Brazilian 
citizens by British subjects. Worse yet, according to the deputy, the ‘British company’ knew that 
they were Brazilian citizens, and instead of righting the situation, they ‘continue to pay the 
salaries of these men, that they know are free, to individuals who are found in England’.66 
Yet instead of using this case as an opportunity to argue that the Brazilian abolitionist 
spirit, in this case, was stronger than that of the British, Nabuco distinguished the illegal actions 
of the company from the desires of the ‘British government’. Nabuco stated that the British 
government was concerned with how this case could reflect negatively upon it, as it recognized 
that the stockholders were ‘their subjects, [who] under the flag of her British Majesty, reduce 
free people to slaves’. The British government, for this reason had ‘no other interest than to 
pursue with complete rigor the British laws’ but could not without ‘support from local courts and 
municipal authorities, where the company is sovereign’ in Brazil. ‘Why’, Nabuco asked, ‘could it 
be that when the government of England strives to punish its subjects, the noble Minister of 
Justice [of Brazil] does not denounce all of the employees of the company that reduce free 
people to slavery?’.67 The Brazilians, Nabuco argued, should not allow these British subjects to 
hide from prosecution in Brazil.68 
 While government response to Nabuco’s speech lagged, the press responded immediately. 
A Província de São Paulo published an article summarizing Nabuco’s first speech just three days 
later on August 29, 1879.69 The Rio News published an article that covered the first page and 
spilled over to the fourth on September 5, 1879, followed by articles in nearly every issue for the 
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rest of the year.70 The Jornal de Commércio published articles on September 13 and 20, 1879 
and future articles on the Morro Velho case appeared in the Gazeta de Notícias (Rio de Janeiro 
daily newspaper with a circulation of 24,000), The Anglo-Brazilian Times (an English-language 
newspaper of Rio de Janeiro with a circulation of about 1,000, four times a month that preceded 
The Rio News), The London Daily News, The New York Times, and the Révue des deux mondes 
(French-language newspaper distributed throughout Europe that is still in circulation today).71 
 The Rio News was the most vigilant of the newspapers that published accounts of 
Nabuco’s speeches. This newspaper published both of the contracts that St. John d’el Rey 
presented to the courts, Nabuco’s second speech to Parliament, court decisions, letters from the 
British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society addressed to Nabuco, and Nabuco’s responses.72 The 
Rio News was so aggressive that when St. John d’el Rey chose to reply to the new attention 
brought to the case, it addressed its defense not only to Nabuco’s Parliamentary speech, but also 
to arguments made in this newspaper.73  
In providing such wide coverage, The Rio News not only brought publicity to the case, 
but also provided its readers in Brazil and abroad with direct access to relevant documents and 
opened a space for public debate on its pages. Further, The Rio News gathered additional 
evidence and cultivated new angles and arguments on the issue that Nabuco himself incorporated 
into his second Parliamentary address on this issue.74 These close ties between Nabuco and the 
English-language press were of strategic importance, as, according to Leslie Bethell and Murilo 
de Carvalho, Nabuco was fully aware of the importance of international opinion among Brazil’s 
elite.75 He also was fully aware of the importance of speeches within Parliament for creating 
press coverage.  
On 14 October 1879, the Sabará court decision determined the slaves to be free, though 
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the company was not bound to release the slaves until a higher court approved the sentence. 
Nonetheless, pressure from slave unrest forced St. John d’el Rey to free the slaves before 
receiving the final order. Already in 1877 the slaves had heard of the case, responding with acts 
of ‘insubordination’ and receiving harsh discipline in the form of lashings, deemed necessary by 
the company ‘in consequence of the rumour spread among the Cata Branca blacks respecting 
their freedom’.76 On 24 October 1879, the illegally held slaves, aware of the Sabará court 
decision made ten days earlier, began to revolt.77 As tensions escalated, St. John d’el Rey called 
in the slaves’ Curator, the Judge, the Chief of Police, two soldiers, and a police force of 15 men 
and their Captain to try to maintain peace and convince the illegally held slaves that they were 
not yet free.78 St. John d’el Rey gave in to the slaves’ and abolitionists’ wishes and freed the Cata 
Branca workers on 9 December 1879 – four days after a Rio News article stated that the slaves 
were still held in captivity.79 Of the original 385 Cata Branca slaves, only 123 workers remained 
at the time of the Sabará court decision; most had died, while a few had gained their freedom 
before the court decision.80 After further years of struggle through the lower and Supreme Court, 
the company finally paid an unspecified sum in back wages on 14 April 1882.81  
While Nabuco’s addresses before the Chamber of Deputies emphasized the Brazilian 
government’s responsibility in this case, his reluctance to condemn the British government for 
not taking action surely also stemmed from his sympathies with what he referred to as ‘the 
English spirit’. In his memoir Minha formação, Nabuco described England as the only ‘great free 
nation’ and defined the English spirit as ‘the tacit norm of conduct that all of England seems to 
obey, the center of moral inspiration that governs all of its movements’.82 For Nabuco, nothing 
defined the English spirit more than abolitionism which, according to him, it put above all else.83 
Nonetheless, that there were British subjects in the mining industry in Brazil that employed 
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slaves was already known to the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, with which Nabuco 
frequently corresponded, as early as 1840, before the filing of the British Law of 1843.84  
Letters that Nabuco exchanged with members of the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery 
Society between 1880 and 1882, both while in Brazil and while residing in London (1882), 
emphasize Nabuco’s belief that St. John d’el Rey acted against the English abolitionist spirit and 
the Society’s belief that Nabuco acted as their representative in the Brazilian Chamber of 
Deputies.85 Nabuco and Williams, the director of the Cocais mines, mentioned above, and a 
prominent member of the Society, frequently exchanged correspondence about the case.86 
Through their letters, we learn that Williams forwarded correspondence to Nabuco from the 
British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society and provided Nabuco with the documents necessary to 
condemn the St. John d’el Rey Mining Company.87 In a letter to Charles H. Allen of the Society, 
Nabuco stated his position between British abolitionists and the Chamber of Deputies clearly:  
I was perfectly aware then that I was rendering a service, both to the English nation and 
to the slaves of Morro Velho, by denouncing the spoliation of human freedom perpetrated 
by an important gold mining enterprise of South America under the protection of the 
British flag.88 
 After the Sabará court decision Nabuco remained active in the Morro Velho case, 
maintaining contact with the British and Foreign Antislavery Society in London.  In January of 
1882, Nabuco wrote to Edmund Sturge, Honorary Secretary of the same abolitionist society, 
requesting information regarding the ‘extinct Cata Branca Company’ that ‘the representative of 
the Blacks against the Morro Velho Company would like to know’.89 From November 1881 
through February 1882, several letters were exchanged between Nabuco and the Society to 
prepare for a criminal case in London. This correspondence between Nabuco and the British 
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abolitionists demonstrates not only that Nabuco continued to use ties with the British and 
Foreign Anti-Slavery Society to gain documents for the Morro Velho case, but that the British 
and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society also requested documentation and information to prepare a 
criminal case against St. John d’el Rey in England.90 Yet, while the Brazilian courts were able to 
free the illegally enslaved workers at the Morro Velho mines, the British courts did not prosecute 
St. John d’el Rey representatives in England. In July, 1882, the Daily News, reported that while 
the Attorney-General found the conduct of the directors of St. John d’el Rey ‘very reprehensible’ 
and ‘contrary their legal obligations’, he had informed Mr. Pease (presumably Mr. Joseph 
Whitwell Pease of Darlington, who represented South Durham) that ‘There did not, however, 
appear to be any chance of succeeding in a criminal prosecution against them’.91 
The Case against Mrs. Cowie in Pernambuco 
 
In the newspaper article with which this article opened, after presenting British 
abolitionism as ‘para brazileiro ver’, Lincoln provided details of another case in which a British 
subject owned slaves in Brazil. According to Lincoln, a Scottish hotel owner named Margareth 
Cowie had not yet ‘exchanged the British roast beef for the national feijoada’, yet she had 
registered four slaves to her name. Felizarda, the mother of the other three slaves, had passed 
away between the mandatory registration mandated by the Free Womb Law and the publication 
of Lincoln’s article. Mrs. Cowie had already sold Felizarda’s only son, José, who was sent to Rio 
de Janeiro. Now, according to Lincoln, Ms. Cowie desired to sell the two girls, Rosária and 
França. But how, he asked, could she sell the girls as slaves if, by the law of her own country, she 
had no right to own them?92 
The case that abolitionists attempted to articulate in Recife against Ms. Cowie is quite 
different from the case against the St. John d’el Rey Mining Company. The Recife case took 
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place on the heels of the Morro Velho case, with earliest mention appearing in 1883. Importantly, 
the case was not presented by a federal deputy, but by a vocal, local abolitionist and was 
investigated not in the courts, but by a newly formed, local abolitionist society: The Sociedade 
Nova Emancipadora. The Sociedade Nova Emancipadora was formed in the birthplace of 
Joaquim Nabuco, shortly after the St. John d’el Rey Mining Company decision. Though no direct 
reference is made to Nabuco in the society’s statutes, O abolicionista, the newspaper run by 
Nabuco and the Sociedade Brasileira contra a Escravidão, announced the creation of the 
Sociedade Nova Emancipadora in its pages.93 A group of thirty-five merchants drew up the 
charter of the Sociedade Nova Emancipadora in October of 1880. The statutes state the society’s 
objectives, quite simply, as ‘the freeing of slaves’, though it would engage in various types of 
emancipation activities over the course of its existence.94 To carry out its goal, the Sociedade 
established a fund created by membership dues and donations used when they were able to 
convince slave owners to sell their slaves into freedom at prices below market value. According 
to Celso Castilho and Camillia Cowling, ‘women, both enslaved and free, were the funds’ 
principal beneficiaries and became important agents in the process of funding freedom’, making 
this particular case against Ms. Cowie – a widowed woman living in a foreign country – even 
more complex.95  
 Another distinction is that the case against Mrs. Cowie was held in Recife – a major port 
city in a region in economic decline, noted for its strong anti-slavery sentiment and activism. 
After Brazil banned the international trade in slaves in 1850 and as the coffee market expanded 
in the southern states and sugar profits fell, there was both an economic and population shift 
toward the south.96 Devastating droughts, coupled with a smallpox epidemic, forced slaveholders 
to sell their slaves to the expanding southern markets, marking the beginning of a tradition of 
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migration from the region.97 While Recife remained an important northern hub in the production 
of sugarcane in the 1880s, it was no longer a lucrative, slave-importing port. Nonetheless, well 
into the 1880s, Pernambuco was still the state with the fifth largest slave population in Brazil. 
Further, ten percent of Recife’s population was still enslaved and seventy-five percent of the 
state’s slaves were held in the ‘sugar belt’.98 Conversely, it also produced a sizeable, organized, 
urban abolitionist movement. 
 In 1881, a new electoral law established direct-voting for the Chamber of Deputies and 
the lower house of Parliament. Importantly, this law required literacy for voting, greatly limiting 
the number of former slaves who would be able to vote.99 Celso Castilho argues that the 1880s 
represent ‘a specific moment in the arc of provincial and national politics of antislavery when the 
most dynamic discussions and initiatives were occurring in the press and on city streets, beyond 
the parliamentary sphere’.100 Castilho demonstrates that this more public form of abolitionism 
‘set in motion significant changes in the meanings and practices of citizenship and national 
identity’, framing emancipation as a ‘national problem’ and reflecting transformations in 
political mobilization that allowed for ‘ordinary men and women to participate in the struggle for 
abolition’, and, by extension, in the practice of the construction of a national discourse and 
identity.101 Between 1880 and 1883, Recife went from having just two abolitionists societies to 
fourteen, each with its own emancipation funds. This expansion culminated in the creation of the 
Central Emancipadora do Município do Recife which pulled the societies together as a 
federation.102 Castilho contends that this popular form of abolitionist politics ‘represented 
Brazil’s first national social movement’.103  
 Unlike the St. John d’el Rey example, the case against Mrs. Cowie, a widowed foreigner 
and owner of only two slaves, offers a limited paper trail, restricted to a dozen or so letters and a 
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newspaper article. It does not end with a climactic production of paperwork, but rather fades into 
silence. Despite the difficulties (and limitations), it is the very contrast between these two cases 
that makes their comparison so rich and that offers the opportunity to re-examine the 
repercussions of the British Law of 1843 in Latin America. 
 The Sociedade Nova Emancipadora sent out four letters to members of the British 
Foreign Office in Brazil almost immediately following the publication of Lincoln’s article in the 
Jornal do Recife. Three of the letters request information on ‘whether English subjects, under the 
laws of their country, can have slaves’.104 The responses all recognize that British subjects were 
legally not allowed to possess slaves, but, two of the letters add that British slaveholders could 
only be prosecuted once arriving in the United Kingdom or one of its ‘dependencies’.105  
The Sociedade Nova Emancipadora sent the fourth letter directly to the British Minister 
Edwin Corbett in Rio de Janeiro. In his April 20 response, Corbett acknowledges a letter 
received from the Sociedade on April 4th informing him that ‘Mrs. Cowie, a British subject, 
holds certain slaves which she has matriculated in her name’. Corbett does not state that he will 
act on the matter, but instead, writes that he ‘shall not lose sight of this information, and, as far as 
may be in my power, present the infraction of the Law of 1843’.106 This, it appears, is the only 
official response that the Sociedade Nova Emancipadora received on the matter of Mrs. Cowie. 
 Corbett, apparently did not act on the information, nor did any other British Foreign 
Office official. Letters to Acting Consul William Hughes set off a flurry of British Foreign Office 
correspondence. On 17 March 1883, Hughes wrote Corbett informing him that in Pernambuco 
and Ceará, agitation was on the rise for the abolition of slavery. Hughes reported to Corbett that 
he had been approached by local abolitionist societies requesting his explicit support but that he 
had always been careful to suggest that they follow the laws of their country just as he did. 
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According to Hughes, one such abolitionist society had approached him about Mrs. Cowie. The 
society had requested that he ‘bring British law into force through the native tribunals, to obtain 
the freedom of the aforesaid girls and boy’. Hughes claimed to have refused to get involved with 
the case because, according to the laws of Brazil, foreigners could hold slaves. In addition, 
offering a clearly gendered interpretation of the right to hold slaves, Hughes continued, ‘I have 
taken into consideration that Mrs. Cowie is a widow, and unprotected’. Further, according to 
Hughes, as the children were born in Cowie’s house and as their mother had died, they had 
‘always been treated by her [Mrs. Cowie] almost as if they were her own children’. Hughes 
claimed that the two girls had run away ‘induced to do so by the members, or member, of the 
said Abolicionist [sic] Society, and under whose protection they are now in hiding’. Hughes’ 
final argument in favor of restoring the enslaved girls to Mrs. Cowie rested on his responsibilities 
to all British subjects in Brazil. While recognizing that Mrs. Cowie had broken British law, 
Hughes claimed that ‘it is my duty to see that she is not illtreated [sic]’. While the abolitionist 
society had offered Mrs. Cowie 300$000 for the girls’ freedom, Mrs. Cowie had refused it, 
stating that she would free them only when they were ‘older and better able to take care of 
themselves’, perhaps in six years.107  
Hughes forwarded the letter he had written to Corbett to the Earl Granville, George 
Leveson-Gower, who was then serving his third and final stint as Foreign Secretary. He added 
information regarding wider claims made (or, at least, that he perceived to have been made) by 
abolitionist societies. The way in which Hughes described these claims shows to what extent the 
abolitionist societies in Recife had placed Acting Consul Hughes on the defensive and uncertain 
as to how to proceed. Hughes writes: 
One of the Abolitionist Societies intimated that they purposed [sic] petitioning the native 
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Tribunals to take under their protection all slaves matriculated in the names of British 
subjects, and claims their freedom on the basis that British Law prohibits Slaves being 
held by British subjects, no matter the country they may reside in. The Societies assert 
that British Consuls can through the native Law Courts claim the freedom of Slaves in 
possession of British Subjects. I have consulted my legal adviser on the matter: he does 
not concur with this view of the question, stating that as all nationalities are allowed by 
Brazilian law to hold slaves, the native courts could not interfere in the manner proposed 
by the Abolitionist Societies. 
Again, Hughes reported that he had declined to interfere in the issue of slave-owning British 
subjects in Brazil, submitted the two articles from the Jornal do Recife mentioned above, and 
requested copies of acts regarding the slave trade.108 About six months later, Hughes wrote 
Granville again, requesting permission to donate ‘5 to 10 pounds per year’ to the emancipation 
fund of the abolitionist society, but Granville denied his request.109 With that letter, the case 
against Cowie and any possible support for abolitionist societies from the consul in Recife fades 
from history. 
 Lincoln’s revelatory article about Mrs. Cowie was not the only article on British 
slaveholding in Brazil to appear in the Jornal do Recife in March 1883. On 28 March 1883 the 
newspaper printed a letter drafted on 2 March 1883 from Bento Epaminondas, a lawyer in Minas 
Gerais, calling on the British consul to prosecute the representatives of the St. John d’el Rey 
Mining Company Ltd. in London. Epaminondas mentioned the British Law of 1843 and 
highlighted that it prohibited British subjects from not only owning but also from acquiring 
slaves. ‘We ask’, Epaminondas offered, ‘Since the English Company of Cocaes was extinct or 
went into liquidation for having suspended the exploitation of its mines, are all of its slaves free 
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or not, in virtue of the Bill of 1843?’. Epaminondas asked for a response directly from the 
abolitionist ‘Carlos Henry Williams’ and requested the attention of the Brazilian Emperor, the 
Brazilian Minister of Justice, and the British Consul in ensuring the protection of the slaves and 
prompt justice against the company.110 Perhaps coincidentally, Epimondas’ letter appeared on the 
same page and in the same column as had Lincoln’s article three weeks earlier. Regardless, its 
appearance demonstrates that knowledge of the St. John d’el Rey case and the British Law of 
1843 circulated the country and gave abolitionists the opportunity to connect it to local causes. 
 The St. John d’el Rey case was a fight against a large, established, wealthy and powerful 
British enterprise. Perhaps it is due to its visibility that instead of simply purchasing and 
registering its slaves, as had done Mrs. Cowie, it sought loopholes and contracts that forced it 
into a realm of legal fantasy. However, in the case that the Sociedade Nova Emancipadora tried 
to forge against Mrs. Cowie, instead of a giant, the lawbreaker was viewed as helpless, in need of 
protection, and even, as a feminine victim of the abolitionist groups. She was not just female, but 
a widow, and the girls she held as slaves were not just girls, but orphans. The Sociedade Nova 
Emancipadora was unable to convince the British Foreign Office to act in a case that would 
separate a widow from orphans. 
 Nonetheless, at a time characterized by the burgeoning sense that abolitionism was a form 
of public participation that joined local politics with a national abolitionist discourse, it would be 
rash to discard the importance of this case based simply on the inability to prosecute Mrs. Cowie 
in the courts under the British Law of 1843. The law offered a discursive tool that, in the Morro 
Velho case highlighted the responsibility of the Brazilian government to push for the liberation of 
the Cata Branca slaves, and, in the case against Mrs. Cowie nationalized abolitionist discourse 
within the public sphere. Through the British Law of 1843, the Jornal do Recife was able to flip 
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the roles of the Brazilians and the British in abolitionist history and the Sociedade Nova 
Emancipadora could pressure not only Brazilian, but also British subjects to follow international 
laws regarding the possession and trade of slaves in Brazil. While the law might not have been a 
decisive force in the courtroom, it provided a strong rhetorical tool for both abolitionists and 
slaves, emphasizing abolitionism as national discourse and British law as made just for 
Brazilians to see. 
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